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• The World Bank Group and GPIF 

(Japan), the biggest Pension fund in 

the world, formalized a partnership 

in October 2017 and started a joint 

research on ESG investment in the 

fixed income field.

• The World Bank Group published a 

flagship report about ESG 

investment in fixed income area in 

April 2018.

Joint research project World Bank/ GPIF (1) 
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Joint research project World Bank/ GPIF (2)

▪ Research on incorporation of ESG into fixed income portfolios

▪ Interviews with key stakeholders

▪ Extensive literature review

▪ World Bank is a leading sustainable/ impact investor

▪ Believe this is necessary to achieve Twin Goal

▪ End extreme poverty

▪ Promote shared prosperity

▪ Believe the financial system as a whole has a role to play

▪ Integrating sustainability considerations into operations – including

costing positive and negative externalities - can re-orientate

resources to inclusive and sustainable activities
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Difference between Fixed Income and Equity Investment 

• Creditworthiness and the ability to pay back debt key –

therefore, there is a focus on credit and default risk.

• Asymmetrical downside risk vs. upside potential of fixed 

income investments;

• Duration (fixed income investment have a finite period vs. 

equity holdings which can be perpetual);

• The difference between bondholder rights and shareholder 

rights;

• Different analytical approaches (e.g., duration, yield curve, 

spread management) etc.,    
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Main Findings from Academic Research (1) 

Incorporating ESG 

factors does not mean 

having to sacrifice 

returns

ESG factors are 

material credit risk

Academic research…. …provides rationale for taking ESG into account



Main Findings from Academic Research (2) 

• Many studies researching the empirical link between ESG and 

financial indicators

• Previously much research focused on equities (Dimson et at. 2013 

summary)

• Recently more studies on fixed income published

• (Friede et al. 2015) – the comprehensive study of 2,200 studies 

• 90% find a non-negative relation between ESG and corporate 

financial performance 

• Bond studies (36) almost 2/3 positive 1/3 neutral or mixed
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Sovereign Bonds 

• Capelle-Blanchard et al. (2017) OECD countries with good ESG performance tend to 

have less default risk/ lower bond spreads – G then S then E

• Allianz (2017b) ESG risk factors are not fully reflected in sovereign credit ratings

• Sustainalytics (2017b) positive correlation between countries ESG and credit ratings 

• Lazard (2017) strong link country’s ESG standards and creditworthiness

• Union Investments (2014) correlations between corruption + number of sovereign 

defaults

• Qian (2012) strong institutions associated with fewer sovereign default crises

• Choi + Hashimoto (2017) IMF’s Data Standards Initiatives links to spreads of emerging 

market sovereign bonds 
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UN PRI (2017) SUMMARY   
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• Both academic and market research supports clear link between ESG 

factors and credit risk

• Most academic research is based on credit ratings to measure credit 

risk – very few papers use alternative measures (such as credit default 

swaps)

• Anecdotal observation of corporate defaults (particularly investment-

grade) show strong G link – E + S harder to capture

• Academic research linking ESG factors + sovereign credit worthiness 

less well supported – but is much evidence that ESG factors impact 

macroeconomic variables and potential growth – which in turn impact 

sovereign credit ratings 



Qualifying Factors  

• Most ESG research use past data – may not hold in future

• May be (selection and other) biases in research 

• Research on ESG in fixed income is still very limited – most 

focused on credit risks

• Still little analysis of ESG factors + market risks, inflation, liquidity, 

and other risks/ opportunities 

• Further academic (non-industry) research with robust methodology 

advised
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Catching upOrganizational embedding
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Other / real 
assets 

Multilaterals

Corporate 
bonds 

ESG is increasingly incorporated into mainstream 

investment

INDUSTRY FINDINGS  - First Major Trend…

▪ ESG factors are considered by all analysts –

not just separate ESG teams
▪ In Fixed income, corporate bonds are catching 

up fast with equity.

▪ However, incorporating sovereign bonds is way 

behind.

Sovereign 
bonds 
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ESG + Impact investing is starting to merge

Millennials & Global Development Agenda (including SDGs) are 
driving factors

Second Major Trend

Impact 

investing
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A range of approaches exist and are evolving. There is no 

prescribed sequencing - ESG approaches are aligned with 

investment objectives.

How is ESG implemented by fixed income investors?

▪ Labeled 

bonds

▪ ESG ‘Passive’ 

(via index)

▪ ESG ‘Active’ 

(mandate with 

specialist 

manager) 

▪ ESG 

‘Holistic’           

(in-house 

integration 

across all 

asset 

classes) 
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▪ Labelled bonds

o Discussion on labeled bonds

Key Recommendations

⦁ On-going initiative to improve the data upon which the ESG 

analysis and tools are based should continue to be supported;

⦁ More rigorous research on the relationship between ESG 

factors, financial risk and returns in fixed income is also 

required;

⦁ Frameworks for applying this ESG data should continue to be 

refined;

⦁ More innovative, sustainable investment products are needed. 
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▪ Labelled bonds

o Discussion on labeled bonds

What We Are Doing: Data Improvement

(source) World Bank Group

Data used in ESG Sovereign Scoring and WBG data

Data Provider BLOOMBERG MSCI ROBECOSAM

SECTOR WBG TOTAL WBG TOTAL WBG TOTAL

Environment 11 13 17 39 0 5

Social 21 22 46 60 1 6

Governance 14 19 13 32 7 13

TOTAL 46 54 76 131 8 24

• Many WBG data are used for sovereign ESG scoring.

• WBG is now exploring how to provide more accessible, accurate, timely 

E, S, G risk and impact indicators for investors to incorporate into their 

analysis – in cooperation with stakeholders.
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▪ Labelled bonds

o Discussion on labeled bonds

What We Are Doing: Research; National Wealth Statistics   

Definition: Total Wealth = Produced Capital + Natural Capital + Subsoil 

Assets + Human Capital + Net foreign Capital

• There is a high correlation between total wealth and sovereign 

credit ratings.
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What We Are Doing: Research; Human Capital Index (HCI) 
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Relation between HCI and 
Per Capita GDP

HCI = Survival * School * Health 

• Human capital and national wealth (per capita GDP) have a strong correlation. 
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What We Are Doing: Framework; IFC Impact Management 

Principles 

• IFC published the new principles for the impact management this October. 

• The Principles describe the essential features of managing investment funds 

with the intent to contribute to measurable positive social, economic, or 

environmental impact, alongside financial returns.
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What We Are Doing: Framework; IFC Framework for ESG 

Analysis    

• IFC is developing indicators for scoring ESG of emerging 
market corporates.

• Based on IFC’s own internal ESG methodology 
Weighting of factors based on IFC’s risk appetite – could be 
customized and broadly used by private sector investors.

• Currently, IFC is testing methodology with a few major asset 
managers as partners.

• Once further developed, investors could test it on their own 
portfolios and provide feedback.


